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but models "regress 
along other axes, e.g. 

factual knowledge"

"model imitation is 
a false promise"

25th May 2023

"Our main conclusion is that the biggest 
limitation of current open-source LMs is 

their weaker base capabilities"

"Crowd workers rate... 
imitation models highly"

scaling/pretraining will 
have more influence than 

further imitation data

"there exists a substantial 
capabilities gap between 
open and closed LMs..."

The False Promise of Imitating Proprietary LLMs



FactScore
Evaluating factual precision of LMs is challenging

23rd May 2023

FactScore: % of atomic facts supported 
by a given knowledge source

"Error rates are higher 
for rare entities"

"Error rates are higher 
for facts mentioned 

later in the generation"

Major differences in est. 
factual accuracy (e.g. 
GPT-4 vs StableLM)



24th May 2023

"We release Gorilla, a finetuned LLaMA-based 
model that surpasses GPT-4 on writing API calls."

Gorilla





Model Evaluation for Extreme Risks
"..model evaluation is critical 
for addressing extreme risks"

24th May 2023

'We focus on "extreme" risks... e.g. damage in the tens of 
thousands of lives lost, hundreds of billions of dollars of 

economic or environmental damage'

scary

very scaryextreme risk via misalignment

extreme 
risk via 
misuse



PaLM 2 vs other LLMs (Chatbot Arena) 22nd May 2023

GPT-4

Claude-inst-v1

Claude-v1

GPT-3.5-turbo

Vicuna

PaLM-2

Major gap in Elo rating 
(GPT-4 vs PaLM-2)



SPRING 24th May 2023RL has high sample complexity

This work: "first to show SOTA performance 
in a challenging open world game with a 

zero-shot LLM-based (GPT-4) policy"

this limits effectiveness in games like Crafter/Minecraft

Crafter



QLoRA
"reduces memory usage enough to finetune 
a 65B parameter model on a 48GB GPU"

23rd May 2023

"QLoRA backprops gradients through a frozen, 4-bit 
quantized pretrained LM into Low Rank Adapters"

4-bit NormalFloat (new data type)Innovations"...while preserving full 16-bit finetuning 
performance" Double quantization (quantize the 

quantization constants)

Paged Optimizers (to manage 
memory spikes)



Multiagent Debate 23rd May 2023

"multiple LM instances propose and debate their 
individual responses... over multiple rounds"

"enhances mathematical & strategic reasoning..."

"improves factual validity of generated content..."



Hallucination Snowballing
"Hallucination snowballing: an LM over-
commits to early mistakes, leading to more 
mistakes that it otherwise would not make"

22nd May 2023

"We hypothesise that LMs produce snowballed 
hallucinations for consistency with earlier hallucinations"



26th May 2023ALIGNSCORE

"ALIGNSCORE, a new general factual 
consistency metric based on a unified text-

to-text information alignment function"

"Automatic evaluation of factual 
consistency is challenging"



24th May 2023



Scaling Data-Constrained Language Models 25th May 2023

"Given the Chinchilla scaling laws 
and the trend of training ever-

larger models... what should we 
do when we run out of data?"

"we train more than 400 models..."

"...fit a new data-constrained scaling law 
that generalizes the Chinchilla scaling 

law to the repeated data regime"

"Up to 4 epochs - repeating nearly as good as new data"≈

"After 40 epochs, 
repeating is worthless"



AI News

"unaware of the possibility that 
its content could be false."

"ChatGPT may produce inaccurate 
information about people, places or facts."



AI News "There’s only one way to get hired at the tiny corp, and 
that’s by submitting high quality pull requests to tinygrad."



AI News
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AI Risk
30th May 2023Different views

Samuel's view

Agree

Disagree

may benefit incumbents

nonsensical



SafeTensors 23rd May 2023



State of GPT - Andrej Karpathy



Samuel's Book Recommendation

What is it? A perspective on how scientific 
progress evolves over time: 
Rather than linear accumulation of knowledge, 
science is episodic, with "normal" periods 
punctuated by "revolutions" with big changes 

Unsolicited book recommendation

"The Structure of Scientific Revolutions"  
Thomas S Kuhn (1962)



Filtir - fact-checking AI claims

"Link to discord in the description"


